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About This Game

Enter the world of a HITMAN - a world of crime, sin and greed. Delve into the mind of Agent 47 and encounter his greatest
adversaries, completing the work that made him so brutally efficient and shaped him as an assassin. Eliminate your targets by
any means necessary.
There are no rules... only the contract, signed in blood.

Key Features:
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Travel the globe eliminating international terrorists and crime bosses from your hit list.
Complete your mission objectives with a wider variety of tactical approaches.
Improvise on the job, picking up disguises and environmental objects to use as weapons.
Advanced enemy intelligence uses squad-based tactics to try and stop you.
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I don't write reviews very often (especially on games I haven't yet 100%'d), but this game gets an exception. In terms of 2d
platformers, it is nothing groundbreaking gameplay-wise, but the atmosphere, music, challenge, and mechanics all fit together to
create a masterpiece. The controls are perfectly tuned so that every death is your fault, and never feels unfair. I've played many
excellent 2d platformers this year and I have to say, this is most likely my best experience. If this came out in 2011 when Super
Meat Boy was popular, it could have taken it down easily IMO. It's a shame that this is such an overlooked gem, and it is a steal
even at full price, though it goes on sale 75% off quite often.
If you're a fan of a good challenge, I highly recommend DYE. If you're not, however, it may not be the best experience for you,
as the difficulty can ramp up quite quickly. The game knows what it is and it executes it perfectly, but don't expect anything
extremely innovative.. I forgot to do homework because of this game. 10/10 fail the next exam.. Game reminds me Zelda? Can I
say that? In someway but it's same good and original in own gameplay.. You know, considering the other games by this
developer I had very low expectations. As with others, there is no keyboard reconfiguration and there is a very Russian feeling
to the game. However, this one interested me due to the ok graphics and reasonable controls. Your goal is to get money to buy
your family gifts, which isn't too bad. The AI can be a little wonky, but overall the game isn't bad. Definitely a dollar grab
game.. Ok, so you came to play Woodle 2, alright? You download it and load it up, but then you click and the game crashes. So
you learn not to click when the game's loading, and happen upon a vast expanse of Woodling delight, but when you try to
explore Woodle's domain, you fall right through the floor. The game is very challenging and deceptive at times, but at the same
coin, is still very epic and I love it.. I play this game ,like 2 min. then just crasht .. My favwouwit gwame i ove pwaying it so
much excitement and reccomend to all ages and be sure to get the soundtrack as it is quite delicious(like burgers yum yum). I
like this game especially when you're with your friends.. Please add
- Boats
- Enemys with boats
- barracks
- that you can plant tress
- merchats
- archers
- enemy villages that you can take over or just burn down
- different types of farms
- different types of houses
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I like Nightmare on Azathoth. It's an interesting survival game on a planet of darkness. Even daylight doesn't reach the ground,
as the creatures you face push away all light on the surface. The enemies are troublesome without being ridiculous (except for
the flying head) and are original in their simplicity (except for the flying head). I like the resource management, I like the giant
floating monster that summons enemies to attack you when it gets close enough, I like the power system.
The only thing I don't like is the flying head monsters. It's not because they are annoying, it's not because they steadily glitch out
worse and worse, it's entirely because of the fact that the flying head monster's model comes from the updated version of the
game "Eyes - The Horror Game". This was a theft, as Eyes was made by a completely different person.
But, let's try and focus on being optimistic. Maybe it wasn't theft after all. Maybe Modesto Rabena got permission and used the
model. No idea. What I do know is that it means that they decided not to make something original for the game. Even a
different looking model would've sufficed.
In the end, I do recommand getting Nightmare on Azathoth. It's difficult in the beginning because of the lack of a tutorial but,
you learn quickly by doing things. Once you learn the game becomes significantly easier but, it will still take you time to
complete, and the longer it takes the harder it will get as The Silent Ones will become more numerous. It's a fun game, and I do
enjoy it. Just wish the flying head monster wasn't so suspicious.
Edit: Upon seeing my review, the developer took time to let me know that it wasn't theft, and that they will be making changes
to the flying head in both look and glitchiness. So now I recommand Nightmare on Azathoth even more, since the developer
seems willing to fix bugs and errors in the game as soon as they are caught!. BitRay has some good ideas, but is unfortunately
hindered by a few poor design choices. The game has around 20 levels, each requiring you to ensure that one or more white
cubes are kept in play, whilst removing the red cubes from the playing field. The simple physics puzzles are solved by clicking
to remove grey cubes and platforms and allowing gravity to take its course (or later, utilising cubes with abilites, such as a jump
cube or a cube that shoots projectiles to either side).
The price reflects the amount of content and general quality of the game's assets. You will probably finish the game in around
half an hour. It has some good ideas, but there are a few frustrations that really detract from an otherwise enjoyable game that
feels like a good proof of concept for a more expanded title.
The major flaws are as follows; firstly, the physics occasionally work in 3D. Often (for seemingly no reason) blocks can fall
backwards or forwards and out of play. The game would benefit from limiting itself to a 2D plane, where the rules are more
clearly defined.
Secondly, doing the same action doesn't always have the same result. This can be frustrating and there is one puzzle in particular
that basically requires you to just click a cube and restart the level until you get lucky with how the other cubes fall.
Finally, despite the games short length, it would be nice to have the option to save or at the very least a level select screen so you
can pick up where you left off, or replay previous puzzles.
As such, overall this is an interesting prototype, but needs some more polish and refinement of the mechanics to be
recommended. It is however very cheap, so if you're interested its not exactly going to break the bank to try it out.. Played a bit
so far and I'm really enjoying it. This has everything I hoped from other previous survival games like h1z1 (which failed
miserably):

* Nice level progression and stats;
* Dedicated PVE and PVP zones;
* Stealth and sound aspect;
* Unlocking better weapons/buildables to progress further;
* Nights are actually dangerous, a lot of zombies;
* Base building and base capturing events;
* Collaboration matters a lot in this game;
* ROBOT DOG COMPANIONS;
* other cool stuff.
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If you enjoyed survival games such as H1z1 (survival), DayZ, Miscreated, 7Days to die etc you'll surely enjoy this one. In my
opinion, it also has some similarities with State of Decay.
Loving Fear the Night so far, hope to see it grow :D. Do you like kittens?
How about artsy things?
Are you a fan short games?
Do you like free games?
Do you enjoy achievements that are easy to get?
If you answered 'yes' to these questions, this game is for you.. I don`t even understand why I played this game for so long :^)
I don`t even like it :^(
. Great Game i love multiplayer beacuse more people!
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Homebrew Vehicle Sandbox- November Development Update #2:
From the Team. Update 0.51:
- Fishes use now updated model
- Flatworms use now updated model
- Animals can be now selected by clicking on them
- Animals can be now edited in developer DNA editor
- Animals species are now discoverable in research atlas
- Animals DNA can be now edited in research DNA editor
- Decorations can be now rotated in shop preview window
- Active specimens in research tab slot can be now rotated
- Active animals list shows now icon if family has no available homespot
- Fixed animals not using any animations
- Fixed sponges not reflecting in tank sides
- Fixed plants mutating non existent node types
- Fixed animals always spawning in center of tank
- Fixed thumbnail renderer overwriting handled object layer
- Fixed animals not falling to ground when dead and decaying
- Fixed animals navigating to parts of plants that stick out of water
- Fixed animals freezing in place if underwater home position is not underwater
- Fixed animals navigable terrain not updating topology after changing water level
- Fixed animals getting stuck due to terrain pathing/mesh colliders Y-axis differences
- Fixed decorations showing up covered in moss when held after buying them in store
- Fixed plant cuttings not displaying top tapered part of nodes and node cuttings after cut
- Fixed plant cuttings DNA not matching the cut node DNA when animals were feeding
- Fixed research tab active plant cutting repooling when new tank is generated
- Refactored animal family data structures into discrete serializable class
- Refactored thumbnails renderer
- Engine updated to Unity 2018.2. Steam Demo & 11/14/2014 Patch Notes:
DEMO. Please wait for a little while longer!:
Hey Everyone!
Please bear with us for a little while longer! We're really really close and just working out one final bug ��.Alpha Patch v1.4.2:
~Features
-Transform Spells
-Sub-Class Change Items
~Content
-"Entangle" Warden spell has been replaced with "Moose Form"
-New Warden Spell "Bear Form"
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-New Warden Spell "Hedgehog Form"
-New Warden Spell "Hawk Form"
-Bows Buffed Globally
~Quality of Life
-Armors can no longer acquire the Suffix " of Speed"
-Memberships now take the form of an in-game consumable. Can be traded.
~Bug Fixes
-Npc AOE Spells now work as intended
~PvP Tournament~
Next Saturday (20th), Life Forge Staff will be hosting a PvP Tournament at a currently undisclosed location. There will be 2
brackets to the tournament: Duel and Conclave.
The Winner of the Duel bracket will receive an exclusive "Blood Wolf" mount, of which there are only currently 4 in the game.
(purchased long before Steam)
The Winning Party of the Conclave bracket will receive an exclusive in-game cosmetic cape, signifying your victory in the
Conclave.
The Winners of both the Conclave bracket and the Duel bracket will receive 10 Platinum.
The Conclave will require a 25k Gold Fee. Members may participate for free.
~Upcoming Updates~
The coming updates will be launched as soon as they're finished as we don't want to make you all wait until Friday for more
Bank Slots etc. These new "sporadic" updates will also include new content, but limited to the scope of what we already have
established. We're gonna be focusing on polishing up what we have before upping the level cap, adding new higher level zones,
etc.
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